
Proven Keyboard & Mouse Technology - Patented Designs*

3600ZB: ZIPBOARD*

23475: EASYLIFT ARM

3400ET-10K: LADYBUG
PLATFORM w/ FLEXMOUSE

3400ET4: LADYBUG PLATFORM &
SLIDE-LOCK MOUSE TRAY
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Grand Stands has added the ZIPBoard to our proprietary line of 
keyboard platforms. The patented design allows for left to right 
mousing by simply sliding the mouse surface from side to side.

Features
Dimensions: 21”w x 11” d, 28” with mouse
Mouse surface slides fully right to left and reverses while 
attached to the platform
Mouse surface swivels to the rear for storageMouse surface swivels to the rear for storage
Retracts into 22” wide knee space
Mouse tray has a magnet lock-will not move while in use
1/4” thick material allows for very low-profile design
Memory foam palm rest attaches with soft velco

#3600ZB ZIPBoard        List Price $212.00
One rubber mouse trim included. A second is recommended for a wireless mouse.

24” wide x 12“ deep rear-curved platform
(overall width with Mouse Tray is 30”)
ARC design allows elbows to stay closer to the body for 
ergonomic positioning
Mousing surface is 1/4“ above keyboard surface
Ideal for corner applications
Mouse tray adjusts without tools front to back and can be Mouse tray adjusts without tools front to back and can be 
locked in place to provide maximum, rock-solid stability
Comes standard with one Mouse Guard
7 3/4” wide mouse surface with Mouse Guard and 
microfilm mousing surface
Momory foam palm rest attaches with soft velco

#3600ET4         List Price $186.00

21455 FLEXMOUSE
Universal mouse attachment allows for multiple positioning.
Use mouse over 10-key, stores under the platform or use 
mouse surface at same height as keyboard.

Injection molded tray
Movable mouse guard

OPTION: MT MOUSE TRIM 10”OPTION: MT MOUSE TRIM 10”

Add on for optical/cordless mice

#MT Mouse List        List Price $10.00

ZIPBOARD KEYBOARD & MOUSE PLATFORM


